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Banquet. The ceremony willtake
place on March 17, 1999 at 6
p.rn. in the Grace Jordan
Ballroom of the Student Union.
Faculty, students and staff of
Boise State University will gather
to honor outstanding professors
whose perseverance and dedication in their fjeld has set them
'apart from the norm.
Students must submitnominations; however, faculty memo
bers may nominate a peer with
the endorsement of a student. A
committee made up of students,
faculty and staff select a winner
from each college. Candidates'
.rna~ion. .'..,
'ii"
interested in9perate. At Salamone helped launch the
'.!1lie<folloWingfilms
are
Robert Winward, assistant are ranked individually and all
using the 'c~~ter
in November and has an professor of visual communica- results are kept confidential until
Feb. 9-"Why Has The BodhiInternet more~x.tensive
professional back- tions in the BoiseState University the banquet.
. Nominees are judged on
effldentlyend
the following criteria:
the ten best films of all time in a
effectively.
..'Pr°ducts Corp., a family business University and College Designers
• Community and BSU
involvement
r'.
• Conferences, profesfilms ever made. It examines the'
thIS works~opls recolllm.~~9;·.•;·Ne;~~~~~~er~<,i~~Hal:·Llf~,'~i3~tiontlj~~proin()tes
excel- sional activities and research
physical and spintual struggles of ed for anyo~el~~~[~~~~;Jn{~n~;;,:IQ~.r~?S~>~·,;·;.~~~Y~sfO~~\r.' .....l~ri~~jn·visual communications endeavors
.' a 'Zenmastefthis'youngdisciple
..,ttlelnte~trT\9re.~ffi9~Qt\y.~~~i'>Er1I)i~>~J:I~Wl~,'·:Memll.: ..:lyrich,··········for···educational
institutions The
• Teaching methodsand
. and an orphaned boy iil'iremoteeffectivelY;~Qi~ipantsshould
." Little-Morris Certified. Public association serves more" than
subject matter
monastery in Korea. Acompletely have experience wit~ Window~95 Account~nts and Pres~ell Gage 1,000 designers and educators in
• Learning opportunities
original independent master- or a c~mparable point-and-dick Accountmg and Consultmg.
higher education in the U.S. and employed for students (indepenpiece, it was shot in Korean with operatmg system.
For more informa,tionon the Canada.
dent
research, writingassignEnglish subtitles.
Jon Forst, the online coordi- cen~er or for membership interProfessor Winward joined
ments, group projects, oral preFeb. 16-"The Young One." A nator for The Idaho Statesman manon, contact Salamone at 426- BoiseState in the fall of 1996. He
sentations,
etc.)
black jazz clarinetist wrongfully who also owns an lnternet.develearned a bachelor' s of fO
f . 'll 2034.
me a rt Sin
• Availability and stuksh ltmg Irm, WI
eSlgn
accused of raping a white woman opment and .consu
visual com mumca toIons dO'
dent support
h
th
takes refuge from a lynch mob on t eac ''Th e wor
op.
from We ber Sta t e Umverslty 10
B
f hi"
The decision of the commit·
an island game preserve .' He will be held
e asICs
0 t e nternet
Center
for
'
Feb. 3 from 6:30-9:30
~gden, Ut~h, ~nd a master ~ of tee is based on the answersgiven
encounters the racist caretaker of
Workforce Training
flOe
O arts In Visual commumca- on the nomination form. Afour
the preserve and a 13-year-old p.m. o10 the BOIseState Electromc see k s consumer
tl 0ns/oll
I ust ratoIon fromoKen t State page vita including organizationgirl who.se grandfather has just Meetmg
Room.
The
workshop
U
ts $79 hOh l d
. advisor
mverslty 10 Kent, Oh10. Wmward al memberships, special honors,
died. When the girl is attracted to COl
s d ,w IC mt~u eSCmllat4e2n6has achieved
national recognition past recognitions, etc. may be
O
the musician, the game-keeper a3861
s antOtcompu ert fIme. a f for hIS dO.
eSlgn work, whIch has included.
seethes with jealousy and hatred.
f 0 regIs er or or more 10 orThe Center for Workforce appeared in the "Annual of
Applications are availableat
Made in 1961, "The Young One" is rna Ion.
Training at Boise State University American Corporate Identity" and the ASBSUdesk, the Bookstore,
taut, poetic, and 30 years ahead
is currently seeking a citizen vol- "Print" magazine.
the Library, near the Fine Host
of its time. Black and white.
unteer to serve as an adviser on a
dining area, and in the Dean's
Salamone to stay on Health Care Training Programs
office. Nominations are due no
as family business
AdvisoryCommittee.
13th annual ASBSU later than 5 p.m., Feb. 19, 1999.
center director
This committee meets four Faculty Recognition
Boise State offers
All nominees will be recognized
times a year, sharing information
and the winners announced
Banquet
Internet basics
designed to improve and expand
March 17, 1999 at 6:00 p.m. in
~ workshop
Ted Salamone, interim direc- training offered by the center .
....
"Without them, there would the Grace Jordan Ballroomof the
tor of the Idaho Family Business
No previous. health care
be
no
us."
Student Union. For ticket inforCenter at Boise State University, employment or education is necDevelop hands-on skins
This is the aphorism that cap- mation contact ASBSUExecutive
will serve as director for another essary. Any consumer with ideas
~ that will help you use the
tures
the spirit of the 13th annual Assistant Autumn Haynes at 426·
five
months
as
the
center
builds
and insights on health care from a
• Internet more effectively for
Associated
Students of BoiseState 3863 or the ASBSUSecretary at
user's perspective is invited to fax
~ research or online banking its membership.
The center, a joint venture or send a letter of interest to University Faculty Recognition . 426-1440.
-<' and shopping, at a February between
Boise State's College of
Burton Waite, director of the
•••Bu~iri!S~<~ridE¢drid~icsand pri- Center for Workforce Training.
The fax number is 426-4487.
Letters should be sent to Waite at
January and"
a three-hour seminar offere~BY. them such as succession and tamthe Selland College of Applied
February
the Center for Ma~~gemel)t· ily dynamics.
Technology,
Boise
State
Development, will demqn~trat~,
Ina~dition to monthly breakUniversity,1910 University Drive,
. ,The Boise. State University how the Internet worksan~. qa"".•••.•.
·fast pan~l discussions, the c.enter Boise, Idaho 83725.
Student Programs Board will fea- to operate search engineS;~J1)<mg holdsyyorkshops and, through its
ture films throughout January and other topics. .... ''.'. .'. . .. . mentor program, connects family
February. All showings begin
busint!ssowners with proble!TIsto
Tuesdaysat 7:30 p.rn. in the Boise
This Workshop
others who have experienced the Art professor
State Special Events Center,
is
sa~ situation. .The center will assumes leadership .
Tickets cost $1 for students, fac_~ventuallY
fund' faculty research of national design
- ulty and staff and $2 for the pub- ........ . recommended
.~nJamily businesses 'so more is organization
lic. Call 426-4636 for moreinfor-i'
for-anyone
.understood about how these firms
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Ruch presents budget to JFAC,
receives little response
JohnThreel

_
NewsWriler

oise ·State
University
President Charles Ruch pre-,
sented the school's proposed $84 million fiscal year 2000
budget to the Idaho Legislature's
Joint
Finance-Appropriations
Committee (JFAC) Thursday, Jan. '
-28.
Ruch made two special
requests: $9.8 million in capital
funds to upgrade electrical and
telecommuniCations systems to
accommodate the needs of new
technologies, and $1.15 million for.
additional funds to expand programs at the Canyon County campus.
"BSUis in a high tech environmentbut we have a campus that is
low tech. Buildings older than 12
years do not have the infrastructure necessary for the needs of the
twenty-first century," Ruch said.
The additional $9.8 million in
one-time funds would go to the
Informational
Technology
Infrastructure (ITI) Phase1 project
for upgrades to BSU'sinformation
technology.
The 1999 BSU Legislative
Report 'describes the university's
information
infrastrudure
as
strained to the limits by the
demands of high-technology
telecommunications and expanded
computer usage.
Administrators would use the
$9.8 million to build duct banks,
construct high-tech telecommunications and equipment rooms,
establish a wire/wireless system,
install more electrical power and
renovate classrooms.
The special budget request of
$ 1.15 million for BSU's Magic
Valley and Canyon County educational programs would allow the
school to serve an additional 50 to
100 students at the College of
Southern Idaho campus and an
additional 500 students at the
Canyon County Campus during the

B
.

, "I recognize the salary
next three years.
requests
are different from
BSU began offering
_
Governor Kempthorne's,". Ruch
business courses at the
College of Southern Idaho in Twin told the committee. "It's more
expensive to replace folks than to
Falls in 1995, at the request of the
State Board of Education. "We 'keep the ones we've got."
A salary survey commissioned
moved into the Magic Valley with
by the State Board of Education
no new funds, " Ruch pointed out.
More than 8,000 people par- concluded that income for these
groups fell below comparable
ticipated in academic, vocational
institutions in the west. Idaho
and non-credit programs at the
Canyon County Campus in Nampa salaries lag behind those of adjacent states by 14·percent.
during the 1997-1998school year.
Additionally, BSU would like
BSU also provides on-site
to create a new baccalaureate
instruction at Mountain Home Air
program
in
Business
Force Base, Gowen Field, Micron
Technology, Hewlett-Packard, St. Telecommunications and funding
incentives to increase the number
Alphonsus Regional Medical
of students majoring in informa·
Center and Capital High School.
tion technology areas prompts a
Additionally BSUserves thou$300,000 request.
sands in Southern Idaho via the
Other needs for workload
Internet,
compressed video,
increases
resulting from upped
microwave and public and cable
enrollment account for $861,500
television throughout Southern
in
the budget.
Idaho.
When asked by the commit·
The total $84 million budget
tee
about
the availability of schol·
request represents an 11.14 perarships
for
BSU students Ruch
cent increase, $8.4 million over
responded, "We struggle with
the fiscal year 1999 budget.
BSU'sshare of higher educa- financial aid. We probably have
tion's request for additional funds the fewest dollars available in the
totals $8,447,400, including $5 state system." He added, "We
are stressed because we have to
million to maintain current operations, allot a five percent salary build so many buildings with private donation dollars instead of
increase to employees, boost
using the money for scholarships."
workload demands due to higher
enrollment as well as adhere to
the special application for $1.5
million for Magic
Valley
and
Canyon County.
Included in
the
budget
request lies a
$856,700 salary
competitive...
~
ness program:s
enhancement ~.<::
for
faculty, ~
e xe cut tve , ;fi
administrative ~
and professionPresident Ruch is the manl
al staff.
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Contraceptive legislation calls
for "Prescription for Fairness" .
.

trol methods and cur":1 rently, most Idaho health
. 'insurers do not cover the

Slephame Matlo~k
News Wriler

ome Idaho women are fed up costs of female contraceptive
with inequity concerning device. _
,
health insurance issues. They
The
'Prescrtption
for
pay 68 percent more out-of-pock- Fairness'! bill intends' to end genet health care expenses than der .discrtrnination within the
men, according to. Planned insurance industry. The bill will be
Parenthood of Idaho. A majority drafted and presented to, the
of those costs are incurred Idaho State Legislature sometime
through the purchase of expen- within the next couple of weeks.
,sive birth
Strong backers of the legcon _
islation,
Planned
Parenthood of Idaho
and. the Idaho
W 0 m .e n 's
Network, hope

S

to
provide
Idana women
with'
the
means
to
make responsible choices.
The bill would
require insurance
companies that currently cover prescription

f
\

i

drugs to include birth control in
their policies. In Idaho it is currently impossible for a woman to

Parenthood, explains that the session, this year promises heated
average American woman spends debates surrounding abortion
only five years of her life trying to issues. Tschursin and Hart see the

find an, individual insurance plan get pregnant, ~hile devoting
that provides prescripticn birth,
control coverage. Some group
, Statistics from
insurance plans, however, do
Planned
cover contraceptives.
Boise
State's health insurance plan 'is
Parenthood
among those that do not.
. indicate that 50.
. A similar piece of legislation
was introduced during the session
percent of all
last year but got killed in compregnancies are
mittee. Mila Tschursin, BSU student and member of the Idaho
unintended.
Women's Network, vowed that
Fifty-four
even if the legislature intends the
same fate for this year's bill,
percent of those
members can expect to "look for
this issue again in the coming
years, because we're not letting it

go."
The strongest .sopporters of
the legislation at the Statehouse
are Representatives Margaret
Henbest and Wendy Jaquet.
BSU student Erin Hart, who
also
works
for
Planned

end in abortion.
another 25 years trying to prevent pregnancy. Contraceptives
cost approximately $400-$500 per
year.
"That's a cost many women
and many families can't afford,"
she says.
Like last year's legislative

Prescription
for
Fairness
Campaign as tying directly into
abortion issues.
,
"It's a proactive way to limit'
the number of abortions,
Tschursin claims. "It empowers
women to make those choices.
' Statistics
from Planned
Parenthood indicate that 50 percent of all pregnancies are unintended. Fifty-four percent of
those end in abortion. By
decreasing the number 'of unintended pregnancies, the number
of abortions performed would
II

II

also go down.
"[This bill] makes every child
a wanted child," Tschursinsays.
The costs associated with the
' legislation would be minimal. If it
passes, insurance premiums
would increase by only $1-$5.
Hart says the $5 estimate seems
much higher than what actual
costs would amount to.

BSU construction projects on course
JohnThreel

_
NewsWnler

_

he Boise State University administrat.ion reported
progress on three capital projects on Wednesday,
January 25, released in the 1999 Legislative
Report: the Canyon County Satellite Campus, Parking
Structure Number One and the Student Recreation

T

Center.
Construction will begin this summer at the Canyon
County Campus expansion site on Garrity Boulevard,
east of Nampa near Interstate 84. Slated for summer
construction are roads, sidewalks, utility corridors
and electrical and fiber optic duct banks.
~
In 1998 the Idaho State Legislature appropriat~ ed $2 million for infrastructure development of the
~
~
....
~
•
....
~
~
~

satellite campus.
Olson and Associates of Nampa will provide
architectural and engineering services for the project. Currently, the consultants are beginning
designs for the infrastructure elements and validating the Canyon County Master Plan.

Parking Structure Number One design work has
begun for the 600 vehicle single parking deck. Olsen and
Associates of Nampa will take on this project as well.
Scheduled construction on phase one of the twophase undertaking begins in July, 1999 with a completion date set for fall of 2000.
Student fees finance
the parking structure along
with funding by tax-exempt
bonds. CSHQAof Boise, in
conjunction with the Denver
office of Carl Walker Inc.,
will oversee architectural
and engineering services.
Construction on the
100,000 square foot Student
Recreation Building begins
in Feb. 2000. Tax-exempt
bonds and student fees fund
the
center.
The
architectl engineer for the
center is Design West of

Nampa and Yost Brube Hall Architects of Portland.
Elements of the center include a gymnasium with
three basketball courts, an elevated running track, racquetball courts, aerobics and multi-purpose rooms, a
drop-in child care center, locker rooms and other areas.

II.-
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Studying Boise's sub-cultures:
Ethnographic Media cLassallows
students to combine anthropoLogy, video
Stephanie Matlock

-:----'-_

immense value to stuNews Wrilrr
dent participants.
~---"It forces them to
tudYin~ skateboarders, farm
deal with people in
workers and cross-dressers other cultures in a verj intimate
allows students in an way," he says, adding that stu. Ethnographic Media class to dents must hone their communiunderstand other cultures and cation skills when dealing with
break down commumembers of a differnication
barriers Rather than
ent culture whether
between them.
simply
that includes Mexican
The course comfarm workers or bicybines cultural studies documenting
cle competitors.
with video produc- the students'
The work isn't
tion. Students choose
always easy. One proa subject from a van- findings
ject focused on miniety of sub-cultures through
mum wage workers
around the area. Past
but the student's
choices
include traditional
access to interviews
haunted house opera- written
.and research washintors, fast food work- reports, they
dered by employers
ers and tattoo workof minimum wage,
ers.
present results workers,
fearing
Intensive tulturthrough a
exposure of their
al fieldwork, called
work policies. Manyof
" e t h n 0 g rap h y,"
variety of
the interviews were
develops a represen- media
conducted
anonytation of specific cuImously, outside the
tures .. Rather than including video work environment.
simply documenting . and still
Et h no g rap h i c
the students' findings
studies provide a way
photos.
through traditional
for students to study
written reports, they
various sub-cultures
present results through a variety from the inside out. According to
of media including video and still Lutze, researchersdon't go into a
photos.
story with any preconceived conAlthough not a regular clusions. Ethnography "lets the
course offering Dr. Peter Lutze of story unfold on its own terms. "
the Communication department,
Combining the media aspect
and Dr. Robert McCarl of the with cultural anthropology allows
Anthropology department, team- video to be used for more than
teach the class as often as possi- the telling of fictional stories.
ble. Ideally they would offer it Ethnographic
documentaries
once a year and perhaps as an focus on understanding people,
annual summer offering. So far from their own perspectives and
the course has only been given gets away from mainstream teteonce every two or three years, vision, which overlooks other posalthough they did teach it during sible capacities.
the last fall semester.
Lutze hopes that the class
McCarl feels the course is of encourages students to a new

I,

S

level
of· toterance.
"There
is a lot of
diversity [in the
Boise area], but we
don't know about the
diversity. It's hidden," he says.
He points to Boise'sown subMcCarl
cultures as having roots within
has
also maintained
ethnic groups" religious organizainterest
in the study of various
tlons, interest groups, even peocultures.
He
pte who share a cerreceived his bachetain knowledge, expe- "There is a lot
lor's and master's
rience or activities.
degrees from the
of
diversity
[in
Lutze grew up the
University of Oregon
son of an Oklahoma the Boise
after studying culminister during the
area],
but
we
tural anthropology.
civil rights movement
In the 1970s he
and says he has don't know
applied his ethnolog"always been very
about the
ical interests by conconcerned with the
ducting fieldwork at
way people misunder- diversity. It's
the
Smithsonian
stand, people from hidden, "
Institute. In 1976 he
other cultures."
conducted research
After majoring in
German and Classics, Lutze with trade unions for the
Festival
of
attended film school and devoted Smithsonian's
his studies to film making. He American Folklife project. McCarl
later enrolled in law school, then traveled to Canada, where he
earned a Ph.D. in German Film at received his doctorate in folklore
and cultural studies. He's been
the University of Wisconsin.

teaching cultural anthropology since
1980.
"I've been kicking around the
field," he jokes.
The Ethnographic Media class
hopes to leave a lasting impression on the community. An
archive of student projects has
been set up in the Alberston's
Library Special Collections section. The "Ethnological Archive of
the Intermountain West" will
allow people in ten, fifty or
:;!
one hundred years to look CD
back at today's society. ~
People can examine the ffi:
archives, says Lutze, and ~
~
catch a glimpse of how a 2
skateboarder or cross-dress- ~
er lived.
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Chemistry prof finds way to turn •old
mine sites back into natural beauty
"

.

Trisha
Bennell_....:-----NrwsWriler

_

ix genius with a· bit of ingenuity, and a toxic
wasteland becomes a retreat of natural splendor.

M

Dale Russell, a Boise State University chemistry professor, invented an instrument to accurately measure
the amount of mercury contamination at mine sites.

Professor Russell makes all the gangsters
jealous with her triple beam scales.

absorption while new ones would be placed to regenerOncethese levels are known experts can then take the
ate the process until the mercury is completely removed
proper steps to restore the sites to their original state.
.from the soil and plants test at normal levels. Scientists .
Mercury, a toxic element made famous for its use in
would also cover the plants with nets to insure that ani·' .
extracting gold and silver from ore, can leave a once·
mals do not ingest them: .
productive mine site a chemical mess. The "Selective
Russell's invention provides an ideal test method for
Mercury Electrode," a hand-held inWument with a
the "plant remediation" method. Periodic testing with
,three electrode system miniaturized into. a' hypodermic
her instrum~nt could cue scientists as to exact toxic lev·
needle, can be inserted' into plants, animals and water
els, indicating when to harvest.
to measure the level of toxicity. The mercury binds itself
There are several mine sites in Idaho, some of which
to the surface of the electrode as' the instrument
are over 100 years old. The Selective Mercury Electrode
detects the quantities as an electrical signal. T~is allows .
would allow scientists to examine them at a muchquick·
mercury analysis on site.
er pace than the traditional method. This would allow
. 'Pastprocedures involved extracting.samples for lab·
expedient site clean-up. .
oratory measurement and, since mercury evaporates
... Other applications for Russell's invention include
easily, the lab results often came back inaccurate. With'medical and clinical analysis. 'Doctors could rneasere a
Russell's invention, measures would insure reliable
. person's blood' stream for contaminantS by inserting the
results, simplify the process, and cost less money,
hypodermic needle and taking a reading. The technology
'The Selective Mercury Electrode could help in the
behind this invention, selective electrodes, is applicable
process of cleaning contaminated sites by identifying·
in measuring other 'hazardous contaminants such as
affected areas and measuring the effectiveness of meth..
radioactive materials.
ods used to clean up the area.
,
Russell, a former Hewlett Packard engineer, is
The dean-up method currently used, the EPAproresponsible
for an array of inventions. She holds It
cedure, works oy using "bulldozers and dump trucks to
United States patents and a number of foreign patents.
scrape everything out," Russell explains. The dirt then
She
shares the Selective Mercury Electrode patent with .
~
~ goes through an acid wash, sterilizing the bad and good
Boise State, splitting profits fifty-fifty.
.... particles. This restricts plant growth and life for a time
Included among her patents is a glucose-sensing
t:_c as the soil no longer contains the nutrients needed for
electrode. This invention "has the potential to .. , com·
.!!!
« vegetation to thrive.
bine with an insulin delivery system [and] be an artificial
~
Researchers are trying to provide a non-invasive
pancreas," Russell explains.
, way to clean up contaminated sites. For example, a
Russell plans to continue improvements on her selec·
method called "plant remediation" uses plants that can
tive mercury electrode, as well as teach and researcliin
grow in contaminated soils and absorb the toxins withother areas.
out dying. They would then be harvested after toxic

Award recognizes humanitarian efforts
"an excellent teacher who really
Submissions need to State will hold a reception in created the award to' both honor
cared." Byrd's work to improve
NewsWrilerl
1 include
the following honor of the recipients on March his memory and recognize those
who "exemplify what Dr. Selland the education of children, specifn honor of the late Larry G.
information:
name, 17.
Selland was well known for stood for, a caring nature, com- ically Hispanic farm workers,
Selland, former BSU interim whether the nominee is student
passion, and support for women earned him the prize. As a result
president and dean, the or staff, specifics of the individ- his tireless devotion to helping
he also received a nominaWomen's Center will recognize a ual's humanitarian involvement improve the lives' of
tion for the Howard B.
underserved .populastudent, faculty or staff of Boise and how the 'person may be
Selland
was
well
known
for
his
tireless
Swearer
Student
tions. He strongly
State with the Larry G. Selland reached.
Humanitarian
Award.
He
Humanitarian Award.
The board reviewing the believed that every- devo.tion to helping improve the lives
was
one
of
five
out
of
80
~
The center will accept applications looks for recent and one deserves the of underserved populations.
recognized for the national
to
~ nominations for the award wide-ranging humanitarian work opportunity
distinction. Along with the
;g until Feb. 10. Those interest- in choosing candidates. Members receive an educaand minorities," explains Marjorie acknowledgement came S 1500,
~ ed may pick up forms at the will select two people-one stu- tion.
Van
Vooren, Dean of Student which he donated to his organizaSelland played a key role in
• Student Special Services dent and one faculty or staff. The
tion to help children. Byrd says
the formation of the Women's Special Services.
~ office, but nominations by winner's name will appear on a
Center. After his death the
Last year's winner, Sam Byrd, that each award "was a tremen~ letter are also acceptable.
plaque alongside that of previous
Women's
Center
Advisory
Board
knew Selland and describes him as dous encouragement to me."
holders of the award. Also, Boise
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day, while on her way to
class, Starr passed an
ASBSU stand in the
quad. She stopped to discuss a
few ,of her' concerns with thenpresident IJ. Thomson and
before she knew what happened,
~e talked her into becoming
involved ~th student government, appointing her to a vacant
senate seat.
In unique Starr fashion 'she
won ~er way into student hearts,
headllnes and onto ballots for

...,.....----:-....:....-.--,
NewsWrtler

_

Christine Starr, Boise State's
already busy ASBSUpresident,
recently added another task to
her schedule-she just became a
new rncm.. Starr gave birth in
November to a sfx pound, 10
ounce baby' boy named Drae
Christopher.
Along with her maternal
duties and work to complete her
master's degree in public administration, she maintains a marriage and leads ASBSUas though
it's her only responsibility.
"1am no different from milo. lions of other women. A lot do it
without a husband and to them I
take my hat off. It's just a matter of prioritizing," Starr humbly
explalns.
. How does she prioritize? She
'credits a lot of her juggling talent to her husband.
"I'm just lucky I got one of
those prince-type husbands," she
gushes. The two have been
together for 11 years and married for six. ''To all the women
out there," she advises, "don't
settle for less than what you
. want."
Starr's husband takes care of
baby Drae at night while she
attends classes. Three days a
week Starr takes Drae with her
to the ASBSUoffice, also maintaining a flexible schedule two
days a week for students or faculty who like to meet with her
without Drae.
Starr says she never imagined herself in a student leadership position. Highly representative of the non-traditional population, Starr, 34, came back to
college because, "It was a goal
of mine I'd left unfinished."
As she became accustomed
to her role as a Boise State student Starr began to notice inconsistencies in campus policy and
life that, if changed, could make
Boise State more efficient. One
0

0

0

0

o

born

15

o

Starr adds that
this spring may
mark her last
semester as
leader of ASBSU
because she
would like to
spend a little
more time with
her baby.

ASBSUpresident.
After her senate appointment Starr went straight to
work. She fought hard against
legislation like the One Percent
initiative which would have cut
money out of the school budget.
Institutions such as Boise State
would have had to accept fewer
students, or raised tuition by an
estimated $850; or closed down
1e s s
popular colleges on the university. Starr says the
initiative "really would
have had a devastating effect
on our campus in a lot of ways."
During her term Starr has
. maintained student parking permit prices, extended library
hours, helped institutionalize
recycling on campus and worked
for a new student recreation
center, She currently serves on

the Martin Luther King/ Human
Rights Celebration Committee
. and has played a part in organizing the march to the capital on
Martin Luther KingJr. Day.
The new addition to Starr's
schedule hasn't slowed her down
a bit. She continues to advocate
student interests by re-evaluating
the lighting on campus and dark
crosswalks. Besides truclging forward on continuing the effort to
institutionalize recycling and
plan the new student rec center,
Starr also looks seeks to improve
child care on campus. She points
out that many people can't
afford the child care BSUprovides
and that Idaho, unlike other
states, does not offer subsidized
child care. Starr says she is considering options that will lower
Is IT. COLD
the cost and increase access for
UNDER
parent-students who need it.
THERE?
Starr adds that this spring
may mark her last semester as WARM GEAR
AVAILABLE:
leader of ASBSU because she
would like to spend a little more FOUR SQUARE
SESSIONS
time with her baby.
BONFIRE
"He's only young once, ,; she
FISH PAW
BU-RTON
says.
J-DUBS
. MeanwhileStarr continues to
SPECIAL
BLEND
serve students with as much
&
MORE!
)vigor as ever. Regardless of
the endless amount of
responsibilities, she welcomes students to drop
into her office to
voice concerns or
just visit with the
baby.
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Credit Card Debt?
••• We Can Help Reduce Interest!
• Im.edlale Appointments
• This Is 101 a loan.
• Avol. Banlcruple,
• Malle One Payment Per Monlh
• Slap Collecdon Agenc, Calls

Debt Reduction Services
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Suicide preventonin Idaho getsgelpJfQfJ} hotline
the hotline from throughout Idaho
each year. Approximately twoDoreen Martinek __
----thirds of the callers live in the semes!Wwswriler
Treasure Valley,and one-half the ters, while
suicides completed in Idaho also the rongest time
he state of Idaho ranks
take place here.
served by an individual'
eighth in the nation for the
.
MedicalemergencIes
account
is about three years.
most suicides completed
for
about
nine
percent
of
the,
He goes on to explain that,
during the years 1992-1994.
About forty
calls.
"few people, about one percent I y
Idaho, and the seven other
"These people have already of those who call the hotline, "n 0 t
percent of callers
states which make up' the
started
the process of suicide," actually go to complete suicide." t rue
, "
consider suicide
Intermountain Region of the
Wollheim
explains.
"In
many
Of
those,
"85 percent let others .Wollheim insists.
U.S., hold eight of the top 10
due to spousal or
instances they may be manic know in the two weeks previous," "People need to open
spots with the highest number of
depressives who need persuasion .that suicide was an option for up. That actually decreases
other family
suicides. This marks a dubious
to take their medication, or have. them. .
the risk." Wollheim explainsthe
distinction.
abuse. Suicide
run
out
of
medication."
'
''The
age
group
at
the
high-'
people hotline volunteers worry
The
Idaho
Suicide
About
forty
percent
of
callers
.est
risk
of
suicide
ranges
from
65
about the most are "the oneswho
seems to them to
Prevention. Hotline, staffed by
consider suicide due to spousal or and older, closely followed by 15· don't call." Females initiate 80
volunteers, tries to reduce that
b~ the only way
other family abuse. Suicide seems 24; and spans all sodoeccnomk . percent of the calls received.
ranking. The hotline service
to them to be the onlyway to'end .groups," notes Wollheim. In 1995, "Guys are often too embarra~sed
to
end
the
offers crisis intervention training
the problem, Wollheim corn- suicide was the second leading to use the service," Wollheim
to interested volunteers. Boise
problem;
,ments.
cause of death for teenage and . says.' All calls received at the
State students· may receive
Wollheim
.
Over
the
past
seven
years,
young adult Idahoans.
Idaho Suicide Prevention,Hotline
practicum or internship credit.
Wollheim has trained about 100
One widespread myth per- are confidential. The toll-free .
comments.
for attending the training sesvolunteers.
"AnyWherefrom
eight
taining
to suicide says that talking number is 1·800·564·2120.
sions and.participating as a volto
thirty
people
are
on
the
[volabout
it increases the chance Volunteers can take calls in their
unteer.
and locally for, the past seven '
unteer] roster at one time," he someone may decide it is right for own homes. For more informa'
Dr. Peter Wollheimof Boise .
years.
notes. Allvolunteers must receive them for them to take this action tion on the volunteer program
State's communication departWollheim estimates 3200ment leads training sessions 3600 telephone calls connect to training through the organization. as the only.possible way to solve call the office at 426-3532.
Many serve for two or three their problems. 'This is absoluteeach January, May and
September. He has been invol~ed
in suicide' prevention
J for the past 15 years,
~ first at a crisis center
in Vancouver, B.C., then as a
graduate:,student in Montreal,

T
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"l"Life

Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE PREGNANCY
AND
CoNFIDENTIAL
FOR

TESTING

MAGIC DRAGON
6746 Glenwood, Boise, Idaho 83703 (208) 853-3683

COUNsELING

AN APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE
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CALL

.376-4131
12000 FAIRVIEWAVENUE
. (2ND FLOOR)
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Urinationalism

~~ot

tion of his legislative the Boise State Financial Aid line. exemption? $2.7 billion. That's parking lots of thousands of
Lesleigh Owen-:~---:.' 't~rm to battling those
Like most students, Ican only "billion," with a "b." By my cal- Texaco stations throughout Idaho.
Columnisl~
--,-~ I~we Ifar e -c h e c k - m is- afford my schooling With a little culations, that's enough to keep Afterward (assuming we'll test
not-so.new'scourge threat,
spending Idaho citizens. leg-up from Uncle Sam. 'T!"as -, 815,000 of Idaho's citizens negative!), we'll receive little
ens our way' of life. By Food, diapers and rent aside, he 'only through the grace of 'govern· ensconced in the' lavish 'lifestyle laminated cards sporting syringes
"our," I mean, hardworking', knows hdw theyreally spend their ment-awarded grants, in fact, .of a (literal) welfare recipient.
inside red circles and slashes,
ethical Idaho citizens. Citizens ill·gained funds. "Food stamps that I received my first degree.
What about city; state and above which, cheerful red letters
who have pulled themselves up by and vouchers have become almost Tuition, health insur- .
federal employ- will read, "1pee to be drug free!"
. their bootstraps with nary a self- like a second currency. They are ance, texts; 'all 100 I'in just glad'
ees who not only
I can just see it now: Channel'
pitying sniffle. Citizens who have being traded for drugs," Callister percent free during
acquire vacation 7 could cease that annoying pronever relied on cries of "poor says.
my first three years they've finally
and sick time but gramniing between "Enough is
me" to put clothes on their backs
Stealing bread from the of college.
taken it upon
sometimes even Enough" commercials and dedior' food in their mouths. Citizens mouths of babes to satisfy a lust'
Come to think of themselves to
receive bonuses? cate itself to publiciZing the
like you and me.
.'
for vein-candy? Enough is enough! it, aren't scholarships
Or
nonprofit names of tardy tinklers raising
The tricky part is, the other
Worried your tax dollars help often .drawn from target welfare
0 r g ani z a t ion s funds for other visits' from Milton
group (the non'''us''es) looks fund some welfare queen's addle- state-funded, college recipients-the
who apply for Creagh.
deceptively normal. They work tion to the bubbly? Convinced. the departrnent' funds?
grants from govThose are just a few suggesthe same thankless jobs we work, 25 percent they deduct from your Federal grants, state traditional ones, I ernmentat agen- , tions. I'm leaving the fine tuning
they shop the same supermarkets . paycheck eventually tines the scholarships:' many of mean.
cies? Unearned up to Callister and his comrade.
-.we shop, they. even wear the' greasy pocket of some shifty-eyed us owe our liberal
tax' dollars down I'J:I'just glad they've finally taken
same brands of clothing we wear. drug lord? Fret not'; Callister has' educations to Suzie and Joe the drain, folks.
it upon themselves to target we\.Their kids aQdours have probably the solution.
. Taxpayer.
College students" corporate fare recipients-the
traditional
even swung together on the same
David Callister and crony Dan
While· we're on the subject, owners, homeowners, govern- ones,' mean. God knows how
Mader (both RepubliCans) plan to what about items such as taxment
employees, nonprofit orga- much money these freeloaders
swingset.
I'm speaking, of course, of unveil a bill requiring Idaho wel- breaks, subsidies and exemptions? nization volunteers, everyone have already pumped into the
welfare recipients.
fare recipients to submit to ran- According to some national statis- else who claims exemptions on underground economy.
According to the Department dom drug tests. How will the tics 1picked up during one of my their tax forms-I guess we're all
Of course some of you liber·
of Health and Welfare
Department of· federally-funded years at college, . welfare recipients!
als, with your talk of "discriminaHealth
and we channel more funds into corThat's a lot of urine for the tion" and "equal rights," might
How can anyone
only
1,500
Idaho
families remain on the
Welfare carry porate tax breaks and subsidies Department of Health' and take offense at my suggestions.
receiving
out the logistics than the total amount allocated Welfare to test, probably too Or maybe it's just the thought of
welfare rolls, a reduc- handouts learn
of this plan? for what we used to call "AFDC" much for its meager staff and peeing in a cup. Whatever your
tion of' eighty percent. All this since the
What will hap- (now' known in Idaho as ''TAFI'': finances. It seems prudent for the beef, take it up with the tax pay·
induction of Idaho's responsibility?
pen to those who ''Temporary Aid for Families in state legislators to create a new ers. They're the ones who
Welfare Reform, the Who knows in
test
positive? Idaho").
agency specifically designed to bought me myeduca1997 feather in ex- what sinful
Details remain
Even homeowners stand in weed out the tax-wasting junkies. tion.
sketchy.
metaphoric assistance lines. To "Dept of Urinationalism," we'll
Governor Batt's cap.
I
th
While I commend p easures ese
Then again, apartment·cohabitating,
maca- call it.
H & W's efforts to people invest the
who
needs roni·scarfing college students like
Once a year we citizens will
details? It's the us this doesn't mean a whole receive instructions to report
keep these undesir- r e malOnderof
thought
that heck of a lot, but state taxes to the nearest pee staabIes as far away as
~1IIlI!!I.
heir monthly
counts, right?
allow people who own homes to tion, conveniently
possible from the t
It gives me claim "homeowner's exemp- located
in
department's
hard· $276 check?
lobbied tax dollars, I
goosebumpsjust
tions." (It's kind of scary, when the
to think of finally you consider where we draw the
fear it's not enough.
How can anyone r~eiving hand- cracking down on those tax-dollar bulk of our money for education.)
leeches, and makes me feel kind The total amount Ada
outs learn responsibility? Who
~
•
knows in what sinful pleasures of, well, more confident in my County alone forfeitachievements. Times are hard, ed in 1997 as a
these people invest the remainder of their monthly $276 check? God knows, but you've never seen result of
'me in the welfare lines, have you? t his
State Representative David
......
Callister' knows. Luckily for the Nosiree, you'd be much more
..0
..0
rest of us, he's dedicated a por- likely to find me standing in
Illustration by Jeremy Webster. ..0
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community lose

establishment as a' consortium materials available for research
The
couple
married
in
1955
and
High School in 1954,
with the University of Nevada at concerning the Basque people in
had
five
children.
Due
to
his
then moved on to
Doreen
Marlinek_----Reno, Bieter continued to super- Idaho, ,t Miller states.
Eloise Bieter was born and
News Writer
North Jr. HighSchool in interest in his wife's Basque her- vise, direct and teach many of
itage, and devotion to learning
raised in Boise within the Basque
shock wave of grief rolled
1956, and then Boise, about it, Bieter gained accep- the courses offered.
through Boise last week, High Scho~l in 1958. He taught at tance as an honorary member of
His first trip to Spain to set community. She and her husband
up the program to offer these maintained an open door policy
caused by the untimely Boise State for 26 years.
the Basque community.
for people visiting Boise from the
death of former Boise State proAs a student, Bieter earned
Much of-his knowledge of the studies abroad for Boise State Basque Country, Miller declares.
fessor and State Representative ' a bachelor of arts degree in his- Basque language was self-taught. involved 80 students and five
Last summer Miller contacted
J, Patrick Bieter and his wife, tory and philosophy from St. Bieter also "learned as much as other teachers.' Mrs. Bieter and
Mrs. Bieter, who had just
Eloise. The couple died as" a Thomas College in St. Paul, Minn.
possible about the Basque cul· their five children went with' the returned home from a trip,
result of a head-on collision Jan. in 1952, graduating magna cum ture, and passed on his knowl- group.
24, 1999, on Idaho 55 near laude. He then received his edge to students at Boise State in
"Pat ingrained in his family a
Horseshoe Bend. They were Master of Arts degree in history
Bieter was
elective courses," comments Dr. care and appreciation for Basque:
returning to their Boise home from the University of California
Lamont Lyons, professor of culture," says Pat~y Miller, exec- .
responsible for
from a wedding in McCall.
at Berkeley in 1956, and his docteacher education. The two men utive director of the Basque
Bieter, D.Boise, was recently torate in education from the
Museum and Cultural Center.
the creation,
were friends for 22 years.
elected to a second term from University of Idaho in 1969, in
That
family
interest
extends
Bieter was responsible for
, implementation
to the present time. One of the
Idaho's 19th Legislative District. pedagogy and historY.
the creation, implementation
He first won election to the legis.
According to many friends of and direction of the Boise State couple's sons, John, and his wife,
and direction of
lature in 1996, following his the couple, Bieter could not Campus in Spain program for the Nere Lete, were instrumental in
the- Boise State
retirement from Boise State have accomplished all he set out study of Basque and Hispanic lan- starting the. Basque Pre-School at
Campus in Spain
University in 1995. Bieter began to do without the aid of his wife, guage and culture. long after its St. Paul's Catholic Student
his teaching career at Cascade the former Eloise Garmendia.
Center. John and his brother
, program for the
Mark have also written a book
study of Basque
about the Basque in Idaho, Miller
explains.
and Hispanic
"It deals with the generalanguage and
tions that have come to the area
and how their perspectives
culture.
change over time," she says.
The book is scheduled for
publication sometime this year, explaining the need for a place
by the University of Nevada at for a special visitor to stay.
"It was Bishop Etxenagusia's
Reno press.
Bieter learned Basque, "a first visit to Boise from Bilbao.
tormenting, difficult language," Tired as she was, Eloise opened
so well, according to Dr. Robert her home to him," she says.
They often did '. that.
Barr, professor of education,
"that if Pat put on his beret and According to Boise State history
went into a bar in the Basque professor and long-time friend,
Country, everyone would think he Dr-.Robert Sims, the Bieter home
was "the hotel with the highest
was a local."
Both of the Bieters believed occupancy rate in Boise." The
in the importance of spreading couple opened their doors to
information
concerning
the many people in need of a place
Basque culture to all those who to stay while visiting the area.
showed an interest. Bieter wrote "AUwere welcomed and acceptmany pamphlets, articles and ed. It could get very crowded,"
books on the subject; he and his Sims notes.
As professor at Boise State
, wife served on the initial Board
of Directors for the _ Basque from 1969 until his retirement in
Museum and Cultural Center in 1995, Dr. Bieter came into con1985.
. tact with many people, none of
"They were supportive of whom have forgotten him. He
ideas and the concept of making stands out in the minds and
A self-taught bass player, Bieter became one of the regul~rp'~yers at

'
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rrner pr ·f s or and his wife
hearts of those who knew him cultivate relationships with other
through student-teacher
rela- people." He says he feels many
tionships, as well as those of his people learned things "a little bit
fellow .faculty and other mem- better from Pat."
Robison's focus for this legbers of. the university communiislative session included working
ty.
"I never met a person who towards improved conditions and
, didn't like him," Barr muses. better wages for Idaho farm
"Pat had the world's greatest
workers. He and Bieter co-spansense of humor. Walking across sored the bill. Bieter also served
campus would take twice as long on the
House Education
as it should when walking with . Committee, keeping' in touch
Pat. He knew everyone." Sims with a subject near and dear to
also remembers walking across his heart.
campus with Bieter. "He had
Teaching and.education were.
many friends. Everyone knew concerns of major importance to
him." Most of the frtends, how- Bieter. He taught at various levever, were women, Sims says..elsof
education from junior high
. "And curiously, most yvere to university for a total of 41
named 'Slim'."
years. He was instrumental in the
, . Similarly, Bieter called most start of the master's and doctormen, "Lad," according to other al programs in education at Boise
remembrances.
State.
Lyonspoints to Bieter's "zest
Dr. Alecia Baker was one of
for life, enthusiasm, and love of the first students to graduate
~. people and ideas" as contagious
from Boise State's doctoral pro~ . qualities which led to the gra~ ~neduc~tion. Bie~terchaired
respect which so many people her dissertation cornmi tee, conheld for him. "Pat had insight, tinuing Qn even after he had offiwisdom and passion. It was fun cially retired. He called her at
to be in a conversation with home after he finished' reading
him."
the first paper she turned in to
Peter Wollheim of the the him.' He told her she "was exactDepartment of Communication
ly the type of person they wantadmired Bieter for similar rea- ed in the program. It was a real
sons.
boost of confidence," for her to
"Pat was always putting
hear that from him ..
people first. That was his great"He paid attention to the
est gift. He put the students
work I was doing and respected
first, then the subject."
it," Baker says. "The warmth he
When Wollheim first came to exuded always made you feel
BoiseState he remembers Bieter special."
as "very good to me. If we had
The Bieters excelled at rnakbeen in the same department he ing many people feel special. As
would have been my mentor, a Boise State President Charles
classic older man-younger man Ruch notes, "Pat and Eloise made
relationship of the kind that's so an indelible imprint on this instirare, but so necessary to our pro- tution and the community. "
fession. He was one of the last
Pug Ostling, "head noodle"
BSUprofessors to really come up (owner) of Noodles Restaurant,
the ranks as an educator."couldn't
agree more. Th~ first
Bieter similarly affected all time he met the Bieters was durtthose'he came into contact with. ing one of his first Friday nights,
Hisseat-mate in the House, Rep. singing at the old Sandpiper
Ken Robison, comments, "He Restaurant, shortly .atter he
taught me that it's important to moved to Boise in 1971. The

I

i

Pat and Eloise Bieter share a proud moment together.
Bieters and two other. couples
came in and sat right in front of
the stage.
"Pat followed me with those
wide eyes. When I was finished,
he said, 'Lad, I want to buy you
a drink.' He was so enthusiastic
and made me feel great."
Ostling says they returned for "a
lot of Fridays after that. He told

According to
many friends of
the couple,
Bieter could not
have

accomplished all
he set out to do
without the aid
of his wife I the

former Eloise
Garmendia.
me every time that my singing
was the best ever that- time."
This included two weekends ago
when Ostling sang at the wedding in McCall.
The tables later turned
when Ostling opened Noodles

and ''1he Pat Bieter Blues Band"
played there on many' "f,r~t
Thursdays." George Thomason,
associate professor of music at
Boise State, and a member of the
band, says they played at the
first "First Thursday" at Noodles
15 years ago. Before that, he
remembers being a part of the
"Bieter Tea" jam session, which
began over 20 years ago.
Each band member could
not always attend, Thomason
explains, and the last time Bieter
played with the group at Noodles
was last November. ''We sometimes played New Year's Eve,
dances, and weddings, but
Noodles was the force that held
[the band] together," Thomason
notes.
.The force that held Bieter
together, however, was his wife.
"Eloise was a remarkable lady,
very quiet,
but strong,"
Thomason says. "Pat depended
on her."
According to Sims, "Eloise
made Pat."
"Eloise was the backbone of
the family," comments Barr. She
lived a traditional life, usually at
home when the children got out
of school. Some of her time went
into volunteering
at their

schools, church, and to promot,ng the Bast\ue .. ~useumand
Culture Center. "She was the
foundation stone of the team,"
which made up the Bieter family,
Barr says. "Pat was the showman. Eloise was more quiet, but
strong. "
Dr. Bieter "led four or five
lives," Barr notes. "He was a
teacher, musician, and legislator,
but most of all a family man."
Hundreds of people turned
out to honor Dr. and Mrs. Bieter
at three separate memorial services on different days last
week.
The
Ada County
Democratic Party, the Idaho
House of Representatives, and
Boise State University sponsored
individual services. A vigil service was held at St. John's
Catholic Cathedral on Thursday
evening, followed by the funeral
mass on Friday.
The Bieter family asks -l
interested parties to send ~ .
contributions in memory of ~C'"
the Bieters to either the ~.
....
Basque Museum and Cultural "'Tl
•
Center, the Pat and Eloise g}
....
Bieter Fellowship at Boise I5i
State University, or the ~
Bishop Kelly Scholarship
~
Fund.
jg
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If at first you don't succeed, become a weatherman
.

DaffionHunzeker-----ColUIDoisl....,-·

_

spend a lot"of time compiling lists of the most point·
less occupations in existence-such as restaurant host
or hostess, back-up dancer, or Surgeon General. And
if anyone can provide me with' a reasonable justification
for the ncket-rlpper at the theater, I'll reward you with
the other half of my ticket. And what about crossing
guards? Those guys have got it really bad. Imagine having to endure this conversation:

I

Nubile woman: "Just silly in the head-the kind of
kids who eat dirt' and walk into walls?"
.
Crossing guard: "They don't seem silly."
Nubile woman: "So why can't they simply look both
way.sbefore crossing the street?"
, Cro~sing guard: "At least ldon't get paid for ripping movie tickets in half."
AnyWay, despite their meaningless jobs crossing

The most bottom·dwelling
members of the work force are , in
fact, weathermen. That also
applies to weatherwomen-and
Marla Ming,Whatever she is.

.

Nubile female: "Doogie!? Your name is Doogie!?
Hey,everybody, this guy's name s-"
Crossing guard: "Shbh. Wait, um, that's not really
my name. I just thought it sounded better than Lester."
Nubile woman: "That's pretty stupid, too. So, what
do you do for a living ... Lester?"
Crossing guard: "I, uh, tell kids when it's OK to
cross the street."
Nubile woman: "Blind kids?"
Crossing guard: "No. They can see."
Nubile woman: "Oh, so they must be deaf."
Crossing guard: "Mmm ... don't think so."
Nubile woman: "So what's wrong with them-overactive thyroids?"
Crossing guard: "No. Average metabolism, I'd say."
Nubile woman: "Schizophrenic?"
Crossing guard: "Huh-uh."

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"Scott Dorval's middle name is 'accuracy.' When
you thought the wind wasn't going to blow and then it
did, who was there· for you? Scott Dorval. When yqu
thought you would need a heavy jacket, who told you to
forget about it? Scott Dorval. And when you packed your
umbrella, who told you umbrellas are gay? That's rightScott 'Accuracy' Dorval. Plus, Scott Dorval is licensed
meteorologist. So unlike a plain old weatherman, he can
read the Associated Press's wire reports and then repeat
what it says on the teleprompter. Trust Scott Dorval."

a

,

Crossing guard: "Hi, I'm Doogie. What's your
Mm~"

Indeed, their commercials sound like-campaign ads:

"Channel 7 would like to set things straight. Scott
Dorval is a foul, senseless beast and the most unkindest
prognosticator of all. Just examine the record. In April
of 1996 he told you the high temperature would' be 78
degrees. Well, as everyb:<>dyremembers, it never got
past 75. Hey, Scott-doesn't the truth matter anymore?
And by the way,' guess who just, got his meteorology
degree. That's right. Rick 'Nostradamus' Lantz." .

,

guards do not occupy the lowest link orrtbe food chain
because maybe, just maybe, there's a kid out there
whose parents accidentally 'instructed him, to look up
and down before crossing the street. Such children could
use a good crossing guard. Jhe most .bottom-dwe\\\ng
members of the work force are, in fact, weathermen.
That also applies to weatherwomen-and Marla Ming,
whatever she is. And as soon as evolution produces
weathermonkeys, my assessment will be equally applic·
able to the cloud·gazing primates.
'
Local news channels seem to feel proud of their
weather puppets though. They take weather seriously.

\ mean, what'", the wor",t that cou\d happen \f ~ou

listen to a faUlty weatherman? Maybe you'll have to
remove your coat, or worse, go back .in the house and
get your coat. So what? Just look outside and .: Oh, fiel
I just realized this is my job. I'm gonna go to a movie
and rip my own ticket,' just to make myself feel superior.

,
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At Capital Educators Federal Credit Union,checking (draft) accounts are free!
@
@

NO monthly service charge
NO per item.fees

24 hours a day, 7 days a week (transferfunds,
verify balances, cleared checks, and much,

@

NO minimumbalance requirement

much more)
Direct Deposit of payroll checks, etc.
@ VISA Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee,
ATM, & Debit all in one card - OAC) (VISA
Credit Cards also available OAe)
© Insured by the National Credit Union
Administration(NCUA), an Agency of the
Federal Government, for up to $100,000.00

© NO surcharge Automated Teller Machines

@

(ATM's) at aU3 office locations (24 hours,
7 claysper week cash availability)'
ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:
@ Dividends are calculated daily
@ FREE access to your aCC01.U1t
through
Capital Line (Audio Response Unit),

Give us a call or stop by anyone of our three office- locations for more infonnation.
Our telephone
numbers are 377-4600 or, out of the Boise calling area, 1-800':'223-7283. We want to be your
full-service financial institution.
7450 Thunderbolt

MAIN OFFICE

Capital
-Educators
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Japanese marirnbtst pays
tribute to Schubert and Bach
California, Michigan, Merkin Concert Hall, and in
Tennesseeand Alaska. February, 1998 a portrait of
Eri(d HiII--:' .---------Arts & Entertainment 00101
_
Nakura was televised nationally
The Washington
·fteronlY five years in the Post reported that, "Every now on CBSSunday Morning.
Born in Kobe, Japan, Nakura
and then an unlikely instrument
United States, marimbist
started
playing the marimba at
akota Nakurahas made his steps forward for the kind of
age
eight.
He studied with
mark on the music world. Now scrutiny violin and piano recitals
marimbists Michiko Takahashiand
he'll stamp his impression on a are subjected to regularly.
Boiseaudience Feb. 7 in the Boise Nakura accepted the challenge Mutsuko Taneya and graduated
from Tokyo's Musashino College.
State University Special Events
He then spent a year in London
Centerwith a tribute to Schubert.
Nakura is said to
where he undertook intensive
andBach.
studies in orchestral percussion
move as quickly as
Nakura came from his native
at the Royal Academy of Music,
Japanin 1994 as the first marirnhummingbird
earning an Artist's Certificate
bist to win a place on the Young
with Distinction.
wings with as
Concert Artists roster. He had
Afterward, Nakura returned
already found great success in
many as three
to Japan to complete his Master's
Asia, where a Hong Kong critic
Degree at the Musashino College,
mallets in each
reported that "Nakura plays the
where he wrote his graduate the'
hand.
...
marimba with superhuman enersis on the subject of the marimba
gy, technique and fireworks that
as a soto instrument.
left the audience gasping for
Nakura is said to move as
on the marimba's behalf at the
more,"
fast as hummingbird' wings with
. In 1996 he appeared as con- Kennedy Center, wielding his as many as three mallets in each
certo soloist with the New York sticks expertly to prove that his hand. To see and hear for yourChamberSymphony at Alice Tully keyboard can produce legato self, attend the Sunday perforHall, and since then Nakura has melodies to match its rhythmic mance starting at 7 p.m, Tickets
performed in Atlanta's Spivey punch."
are available at Select-A· Seat and
He also appeared as a guest
Hall, the New Hampshire Music'
cost $5 for students, faculty and
Festival, and venues in Illinois, artist on the Chamber Music staff and $10 for the general pub·
Society of Lincoln Center's Music
Wisconsin,
Iowa,
Florida,
lic.
Washington, Missouri, Nebraska, of Our Time Series at New York's

N.

caSE Student

Unable to master the chopsticks, Japanese .
marimblst Mokoto Nakura has learned to over-compensate by moving his mallets at warp speed .plus.

Services Center, Student Position Announcement

PEER ADVISOR NEEDED
Responsibilities:
1. Provide answers to routine
questions on SSU & COSE's
policies, procedures, programs, services,
2. Work individually w/freshman
& sophomore business majors
to assist w/academic plann·
ing & course scheduling.
3. Provide referrals for students
having academic &lor

to help ensure their academic
success.
5. Collect & type data for program records; other office
tasks.

~

~.

Peer Advisor Workshop.
7. Generate ideas & write columns
for COSE newsletter.
8. Carry out other duties as assigned.

QualHication:
The PeerAdvisormustbe currentlyenrolledat
BSU w/a 2.7 or bellercumulativeGPA,
& at leasta sophomoreclassstanding.

BusinessMajorsarepreferred.

personal problems.
4. Monitor thecoursework &
progress of assigned students

management

6. Enrollment into CM494 (2 credits)

WorkTerms:
The PeerAdvisorpositionis 2Q-hourperweek,
12.monthemploymentbeginningin the
Spring1999semester.Startingpayis $6.50lhour.
Pick up an application In the Business Building
Room 117.Deadlinelor application is Feb.8. 1999,

Ana it ~a~~/"T~eAroiter aoesn't ~uckan~more\"'
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Jude saysgoodbye to janitor life
James has' already
EricaHill----'--------, ,done it."
Arts & Entertainment
Edilor_-But the meanings
ude's single "Rick James" is in Jude's new release No One is
slated to hit the airwaves Really Beautiful aren't all fun
this month, so prepare to be and' games. In "1 Know" Jude
taken ~y storm. This promising sings, "I know there's nowhere
folk troubadour offers a distinc- you can hide it! I know the feeltive sound with ballsy guitar solos ing of alone/ I know that you do
and unique vocals. In "Rick not feel invited/ But, come back,
James," Jude cries; "First you come back in from the cold."
went to college and then you got TheCity of Angels soundtrack also
yourself degrees/then you got features this song,
some pretty girls to get cown on
The album's sentiments
their knees/you 'took yourself seem to reflect his experiences as
some pictures and you showed a janitor at a Hollywood casting
them to your friends/now, you're agency where he claims he "was
going strpight to hell and that's a witness to a parade of vanity
where your story ends." .
and a barrage of insults thrown
. In spite of Jude's negative his way."
,message the singer/songwriter
"1 f--ing hated my life," he
admits he really did love .the song recalls. "I was really poor, slept
. "Super Freak .. by Rick James. "It on a friend's floor. I worked for a
asserts the Alpha Male authority. messenger service, drove a shutNo matte{ how cool you get, Rick tie, .washed dishes. That was the

':

J

",

..

worst: you're cleaning people's
dirt. It's pretty bad."
But he's done cleaning up
other people's chewed-up crackers and soggy morsels. His new
release-seems sure to become a
hit and his recent tour with Chris
Isaak certainly raked in a few
bucks.
However, Jude still feels
compelled to offer a few words of
advice to those reluctant to buy
the album.
"Fifteen bucks isn't a lot to
spend to see if it's any good. And
I want to impress my brothers by
making them think I've actually
accomplished something,"
Jude has nothing to worry
about. His stunning voice and
high-wire wordplay will insure
he'll never have to go back to a
life in the custodial arts .

Jude listens, for his calling after a life of
custodial bliss.

- - - - - Drink specials ,days a week!
* Tuesday
$1.50 Wells
& 1 .00 Copper Camels
* Wednesday
$2.00/$2.50
pints
$1.00 Baby Blues
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$1.50 Wells
$1.00 Alabama shots
*Frlday & saturday
$1.50 cans
*Monday
$1.75 Wells
$2.0012.50 pints
$1.00 Schnapps
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Women Broncos beat division rival Long Beach
JoshJordan -------

SportsWrtler

_

oise State's women's basketball team played at
home on Thursday night against the 49'ers of Long
Beach State. The question many Bronco fans asked
going into the contest: which Boise State team would
showup?The team picked to win the eastern division of
the BigWest conference after star:ting the season 5·2, or
the Bronco team that had lost seven of their last ten
gamesand dropped below the .500 mark at 8·9? Boise
State answered their questions by persevering with a
gritty four·point win.
.
Long Beach came to town with a 4·1 league mark,
10.6 overall, .led by 6·8 junior center Rhonda Smith.
Smith arrived in Boise averaging 13.3 points, 8.1

B

Junior Reyna Fortenberry hits an outside
shot while Long Beach looks on.

rebounds and a nation's best 4.6 blocks per game.
Couple this with the Broncos' loss of leading scorer
Stephanie Block. to a back injury, and Boise State had
their work cut out for them.
.
The Broncos built an early 8·0 lead, holding the
49'ers scoreless for the first five and a half minutes of
the game. The Bronco game plan appeared to center
around double·teaming Smith and forcing Long Beach to
beat them from somewhere else. The strategy worked as
Smith earned just 3 points in the first half.
. Long Beach pulled within a point twice in the half,
only to have Bronco point guard Yvette Barrios end each
threat with huge three-point bombs. Barrios drained four
of five from behind the arc in the first half as the
Broncos maintained a nine point edge at half time, the
score 32·23.
Boise State came out of the locker room determined
to keep Long Beach boxed in during the second half, ~
building to a 42·28 advantage on a Reyna Fortenberry ~
hoop three just minutes into the second half. The 49'ers !i
refused to fold however, answering with a seven point . "2
1run to keep it close at 42·35.
~
With 3:30 left Boise State appeared back in control, Qj
~
taking a ten·point leg up of 56·46 on an offensive ~
rebound and putback by Andrea Sw\nda\\. long Beach
surged for one more run as they continued applying
tremendous pressure on the ball, forcing Bronco
~ turnovers and easy 49'er layups. The result was eight
~ straight points for Long Beach and a mere two·point
!i breathing space for the Broncos at 56·.54.
~
Now was the time for the Broncos to show their
~ metal. Boise State didn't disappoint as Fortenberry
~>- nailed a jumpshot at the top of the key for a 58·54
heads'up with 1:40 left. Smith answered, putting Long
Beach back within two, for one of her few baskets of the
game. The shot capped the 49'ers comeback bid though,

c.rtsta Peterson, a freshman at BSU,brea\(s
down the. defense and pulls up for an
unchallenged jump shot.
..
as seconds later Barrios iced the game from the freethrow line to give Boise State the 60·56 triumph.
Jenny Hodges ended the night with ten points and
ten rebounds and more importantly, locked Smith up for
much of the game. Meanwhile Yvette Barrios led all
scorers with 17 points. The Broncos showed their heart
in pulling out the win, and gained some much·needed
momentum into Saturday's road trip to archrivalldaho.
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You threw it away last
night, but now you
must have that last
piece of cake.
You know you eat far
more than you need.
You binge. You purge.
And then you starve.
You're always thinking
about it food.
When are you going to
admit you need help?

Overeaters Anonymous

336-3485

hup:llwww.OvereatersAnonymous.org
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Wrestlers
make bid for
top 25.
ranking·'
Dave
Slewarl-------J
SporlsWnler _----

oise ,State wrestlers ·co~tinued·to perform well,
.
scoring a oual-match victory over Fresno State
.
on Jan. 22. This elev~ted'the team to within two
. points of a spot· on the National Wrestling Coaches
Association Top 25 poll.
The 29·15 conquest came courtesy of convincing
pins by Dax McMillan at 1.84pounds and fourth-ranked
Larry Quisel at 157 pounds.
Kirk White, the nation's top' ranked wrestler.at .
165 pounds, won by forfeit,and ninth-ranked heavyweight Rusty Cook added a triumph by major dedsion.
Other Bronco wrestlers contributing to the win
were Davld levltt, who earned a major dedsion at 149
pounds, and Cory Caywood who opened the meet with
a decision for the Broncos at 141 pounds.
After meeting Cal State Fullerton on Jan. 31 , the
Broncos now face a long road trip with meets at,
Portland St. (Feb. 5), Oregon (Feb. 6), Oregon St.
(Feb. 7), and Wyoming (Feb. 13) before finally coming
home to take on Brigham Young on Feb. 20.

SophQmore Rusty Cook takes weaker Fresno wrestler to the mat.

B

tl

I dare you to try to get up", taunts junior Kirk White.
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Junior Larry Quisel hasn't pinned this Fresno punk yet but you can be-sure he's
put the fear of God in him. '
•
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Vandals still own the Broncos
be the dominant team, holding More bad calls by the refs proved
14, and a 6 point margin who has turned into a force for
Woods' demise as he fouled out,
spol1swrtler
1 "in the tast four minutes. the Broncos, added a basket of their 12 point edge through five
deflating the Broncos.
Berto's 21 points led his own as BSUexploded to a 22- minutes behind the shooting of
All of the sudden it was 63-62
Berto,
Woods
and
Delvin
n the eve of the blue-moon BSU, and Richard Morgan added 12 lead with 9:07 left in the first
at
1:46,
and just thirty seconds
Armstrong: But questionable fouls
the Boise State men's bas- 17 but it wasn't enough. Boise half.
later
Idaho
had pulled to an even
Inspired defensive play from kept Kejuan Woods from developketball team became the State dropped, to 5-2 in the Big
65-65. The remaining onslaught of
latest victim in the University of West on a night which saw con- Clint Hordeman and c.J. Williams ing any rhythm, and the Vandals
threes and free-throws by both
Idaho's apparent ownership' ofference
leader New Mexico State frustrated the Vandals as the pulled to with\n six behind succesteams culminated when, after a"',.,
'this BSU sporting campus.. lose to Utah State, opening the Bronco, offense picked apart sive treys of their own, 42-36 with
long three by Berto with 1.6 left,
Saturday night's 75-72 debacle door for the Broncos to sidle into Idaho's lackluster defense. 14:03 remaining.
'It would be the improbable he' called a time-out: which the'
was a clear display of our worst first place . .Instead they dropped Williams put up four 'points,
Broncos didn't have. The ensuing
fears: when it comes to Idaho, to third behind NMSUand (ulp) 'including two from the line, and shoulders' of freshman Abe
technical foul shots notched up
Morgan made back-to-back jump- Jackson on which the Broncos
we don't have' a, home-court
ldaho. '
the game's final two points-and
advantage.
serto opened the scoring shots forcing the Vandalsto ques- would climb for the moment. they belonged to Idaho.
This is Vandal territory now. early, but the University of Idaho tion their man defense. The Dishing some nice assists and,
It wasn't a great' game by
playing unselfish defense, Jackson
It's their stadium, their pavilion,
turned in three baskets of their switch to, a zone only lasted two
helped, BSU jump to nine points Idaho. They just hung around until
their locker room, it's all theirsown before. Kejuan Woods put up minutes as Boise State drained
with 10:23 left. The Vandals, how- the end and then came up with
or at least that's how they play: .two more, points for the Broncos. practically everything they put
ever, refused to go away, drawing the bigger shots. They're just
like they own the place.
Gerry Washington hit a three aloft. Clint Hordeman's deuce at
comfortable enough here to play
to within three at 4B-45.
In front of a packed house while freshman Richard Morgan the 0:47 mark gave the Broncos a
The sure-handed Berto and like that.
(11,345 in attendance) the
nailed two free-throws and a comfy 34-26 half-time advantage.
Even as the second half Shephard kept the Broncos in
Broncosgave up a 12 point halfcouple of shots from the floor.
front 61-55 at the 4:11 mark.
time edge which grew as large as Freshman starter Abe Jackson, opened Boise State appeared to

Michael Coxt-e _------_
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Feb. 6
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Wrestling

Men's Basketball
Feb. 4

.

Sports Calendar

.Feb. 3-17, 1999
....:

.

at North Texas

6:35 prn

Feb. 5 at Portland State

at New Mexico St.

7:05 pm

Feb. 6 at Oregon

7:30 pm

Feb. 7 at~OregonSt.

7:30 pm

Feb. 1~ at Wyoming.

Feb. 11 North Texas
Feb. 13 New Mexico St.

:-.--..,..i

7:00 pm
2:00 pm

."

en's "Tennis (home schedole) .
Women's Basketball
Feb. 5

Nevada

Feb.7

New MexicoSt.

:00 pm

• 7 Montana State

Feb. 12 at Nevada
Feb.14

1:00 pm

• 5 Wafer State

en's ancrwomen's

-

at New Mexico St.

.!'

Pocatello,

"Feb. 12·13
10

Gymnastics
Feb. 6

Washington St. and Utah State

Feb. 14 at Oklahoma
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LUNCH i DINNER, DINE IN ., CARRY OUT

.

Call or Fax in To Go Orders

• 4 Crab Po,. . ...•...•.......•..•.•.•....
• • Pot Stlebrs (After 2,.)
• Madarl. Hot Oleh •...•••..••••.•.•.•....
• L••
Cble••••.•....•.....••...••.......
• eellral T.. •• Cbleb •............••........
• Mo•• olla. aeef ••••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••
• Volea.o Sbrl., •.•.•..•..•.•.•.•••.•.•.•..

o.

vau and a' friend (vour
pllalographer) can baUle willi

tII..l
~

• Ha", Fa.iI,

$ 2.75
3.95
4.25
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.25
4.25

We also serve Vegetarian dishesl

Ill/I
~

Telephole (201) 345-116a 110 North 11t.Street
~
Fa (20a) 345-1141
Boise, Idaho a3702 ~
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Help Wanted

•• •• • •
•M••
M••

, For Sale

Cruise Ship Employment.
Workers earn, up to $2000
+/month (wltips and benefits). World Travel! Land
tour jobs u to $5000- .
$7000/summer. Ask. us
how! 517-336-4235 Ext.
C59031

Parking spaces and garage
for rent. I 1/2 blocks from
SUB $25.00hnonth and
$80.00/mollth. Call 3421147.
1,989Ford Bronco, Eddie
Bauer Ed. :132,000 miles,
black and tan, Fuliy
loaded, in GREAT condi-

.-________

tion. $6195.00 OBO, Call
895-0232.

*1989 Ford Bronco
*Eddie Bauer Edition
*4x4 on the fly
*131,000 miles
*Great Condition
*$6,195.00 abo "

Persian (Farsi) Study.
Learn to read, write and
speak Persian Language.
No previous knowledge is
, required. Call Shahnazat
331~0~40.

For more info call

..Nllllllan.n
..illlllles~~ ....... _ ....

NANNIES WANTED East
Coast, 1-800-549-2132.

-

-

895~0232

,1990 fullsized Fo'rd
Bronco. Five speed, needs
body and glass work. AIC,
80,000 miles', asking
$9,0000BO.
Cali 3671320.

1993 13 foot Momentum
River Raft, including oars,
rack and cooler. Asking
$1,000 OBO. Call 3671320.
Looking for a new computer? P300 MHz computer with 32MB RAM
including 156 monitor for
,$1,000. Call KEADA
Industries @367-1320.

1986 Isuzu Trooper, AlC,
and 4WD $3500. Call
336-4452.
Black lacquer waterbed
frame with floating nightstands, flotation mattress,
heater, comforter/bed
spread, sheets, and pillowcases included. Excel. condition!! $300.00. Call
850~1967, ask for Sean.
1971 15 foot Kit camper
trailer, selling for $1,000
OBO. Call 367-1320.
155 Nitro Snowboard, asking $60. Call 336-4452.

Services

Metabolism break through.
Lose 10-200 pounds.
Dramatic

STURNER & KLEIN

Boise's best iept e",p'.,,,,ellt settet
.

"No other job offers me the flexibility to
work part time around my class schedule
andfull time during school breaks."
ChrlsHaskell,

Music Education Major

"The bottom
line is Pm
making great money while
working toward my degree. "
Rachel

.~-

classifieds
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Gillingham,

Physical Education Major
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Guaranteed!! $$ back!!
1-888-736-10 13,
Distributors needed.

ATTENTION:
BSU STUDENTS
Do you need maximum
flexibility in a work schedule?
Does the opportunity to wort
full-time during school breaks
and part-time during the school

year appeal to you?
Sturner and Klein has proudly
emp~yedhundredsofBSU
students since 1988 and
offer top dollar to qualified
applicants. Casual attire okay.
CALL FOR lNlERVIEW:

316·44S\) ,
'f>

• far"..$7-S11aDbOQr
• Flexible Schedule
'. Full/Pan time hours .
• Paid Training
• Benents Available
• Pleasant Professional,
atmosphere
•

"At Stumer & Klein, I'm. acquiring
skills & building a resume that
will help me in whatever career 1
choose."
Brad Arendt. Business Major

3' 7· 6"--4· 480\J
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Interviews by appOIntment

•

We've got'lllli!inswers!!!
*

Doyou qualify for the new Hope'. Education
Credit?
This new tax credit is available on certain tuition costs. This is
the first year for this 1040filers credit. Wewill help determine If
you are eligible

*Do you qualify for the new Lifetime
Education
Credit?
.
This Is also.new this year. The credit Is computed as a pecentage
. of tuition cO,stspaid after the enactment date. You may havea
refund due you frC)mthlscredit.
*.f

Call us for an

yC)uh~v"'dependentsyou may qualify for the child
credit
passed by congress in 1998,for $400.00each for children under
the age of 17. This credit is in addition to the exemption for
dependents, and in some cases, in addition to the earned income
credit.

..'~:"
appolntmentl

:'~:.'}':'}~~g?.:::-''.'
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*Student
returns~

loan

.

•

';"0','

;,;,;/~Jlson,Harris & .CQm.pany

Is now deductable on indlvlduill::'~i.
;.;;r.••.
"..,'.,. .', .'.

interest

'Public Accountants
p",

,;c,FCertified

'\i:i,';,·:

.

*.t)ur,tax
pr~paratl~n fees for most Boise State University
,.,studentreturns Will be about $70.00.If refunds are availablei:'"
\~~i';~;)~~l~;~,~~~.,;'j~~:;~~turn
electronically for fast refu~dsfor no '

r ~.
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1602 W. Frank'lin/Street
Boise, ·10 83702,
(208) 3~~~;,i\f55
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B.;s~~~best iept elllpl.,lIIellt secret
."No other job offers me the flexibility to
work part time around my class schedule
.and full time during school breaks. "
, Chris Haskell, Music Education Major

"The bottom
line is I'm
making great money while
working toward my degree."
Rachel Gillingham, Physical Education Major'

"At Sturner & Klein, I'm acquiring
skills &. building a resume that
will help me in whatever career 1
choose."
"

Brad Arendt, Business Major
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Interviews by appointment

• FleJdOleSChedule ..

• fIlIIiPaitll"'~hDuts
I
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• paidTraiQ,~QU, .
• BenelitsAllail~lJle
• PleaSlIlIl,prOleSsil1nal
atmosphere·
'

